Canadian Airers Rap CBC Move On 3 Stations

QUEBEC, June 1—The Canadian Association of Broadcasters, made up of the Dominion's radio ops, placed an official protest with the Royal Canadian Broadcasting Corporation under "interference" with frequencies of the three private stations. The CAB control has been taken from CBC and established by the CAB occupying field of commercial broadcasting it should be confined to its broadcasting activity. The stations whose wave-lengths the CBC is trying to control are: CFCF (Calgary), CKY (Winnipeg) and CKLW (St. Louis).

Napier Moore, director of MacLean Hunter Publishing Company, said the RCA was asking an immediate setting of the necessity for freedom of radio to that of freedom of the press. He declared the programs covered by the CAB control except as the CBC occupies the field of commercial broadcasting it should be confined to its broadcasting activity. The stations whose wave-lengths the CBC is trying to control are: CFCF (Calgary), CKY (Winnipeg) and CKLW (St. Louis).

Bulova Beep Time

DETROIT, June 1—Anticipated hios will herald the hour of the time signals to salute the Automotive Golden Jubilee, now being held in Detroit. July 4. Today 50 years of auto progress will be heard on every time signal announced by the world famous company. In Michigan, 29 stations place bulova horns in a horn wedding. Merily We Roll Along, while three others will use regular bells.

Credit for the idea belongs to Richard Jones, commercial manager of CKLY, the Detroit-Windsor outlet for Mutual Broadcasting System. During the Jubilee, Jones also is serving as chairman of a radio committee which includes all stations in Michigan.

Court Adds 107G

Interest to 350G

New York, June 1—In a court ruling which astonished local radio people this week, Edward J. Noble, ABC chairman, was denied his motion to stop Donald Flamm, former WMCA owner, from adding interest to a $350,000 damage award. Flamm has been fighting to get back the stations which Noble subsequently sold to Nathan Straus at a substantial profit. In the event Flamm is not satisfied with the financial remuneration and proceeds of a part of the WMCA wave-length, the trial court will claim the damage award substantiates his argument that he was forced to sell the stations which Noble had in his appeal from the jury verdict of $350,000 damages. It is expected to be heard June 7.

Baron Nixes Quiz Biz for Thesping

New York, June 1—Jack Pearl, bitten by the dramatic bug, has turned down a "very attractive offer" to return to radio as a quiz master. Young & Rubicam had the show situation written for Pearl, but he has declined. Pearl is no stranger to the radio quiz market, while Noble's appeal from the jury verdict of $350,000 damages. It is expected to be heard June 7.
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